
GETTING READY
What are the main reasons why I am going to see the doctor

 a check up

 I have started feeling sick

 I am being treated for a medical condition or illness 

Who can help me prepare to see my doctor?

Who would I like to have with me during my appointment?  

What information from this appointment do I want to share with my social worker/foster parent/group 
home staff?

I can decide not to share some information.  Is there any information about my health that I want to ask 
my doctor not to share with my social worker/foster parent/group home staff?  

   
      Why?  

If you have been using the 
Health Log on page 49, 
you can take it with you to 
the appointment. 

GETTING READY FOR AN 
APPOINTMENT
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            Many young people tell us that they don’t get much time with their 
      doctors and they don’t always get the information they need about their 
  health. The following questions can be used as a guide for preparing for a 
doctor’s appointment and getting the most out of your time. 

GO TO



GIVING INFORMATION TO THE DOCTOR
If I have just started feeling sick, which symptoms have I been feeling (for example, pain, fever, 
sneezing, hard time sleeping, low energy, or other symptoms)?

If I am already being treated for a long-term medical condition or illness, how 
have I been feeling since the last time I saw the doctor? Have there been 
any changes in my condition?  
                                                                                                                                                             

Have I been feeling any side effects (for example, things that are not 
part of my medical condition but may be caused by the treatment)?  

GETTING INFORMATION FROM THE DOCTOR
What does the doctor say about my general health?

Is the doctor is suggesting a new treatment or a change in treatment?

 Is this a short term or a long term change?  

What would I do to get ready for the treatment?

How is the treatment done?
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Health Log, 
page 49.

Health Log, 
page 49.



What are the risks?

What side effects or problems could happen as a result of the treatment?

How could this treatment affect me?
 
 Do I have to change my lifestyle?

 Do I have to stop doing something or start doing something because of this treatment?

What other types of treatment are available and might also work for me?

What other questions do I have for the doctor?

If a decision was made for medical treatment, 
who gave consent for this treatment:

Check out the Making a Health 
Decision worksheet on page 19 
in the Decision Making section of 
this guide. It will give you a quick 
reminder of all the things you will 
want to consider when you are 
making a decision.
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GO TO

GO TO

Remember that someone must give consent 
for any treatment. If you can understand the 
treatment information and what might happen 
if you take or don’t take the treatment, you can 
make your own decision. If the doctor believes 
that you can’t understand the treatment 
information and what might happen if you 
take or don’t take the treatment, then your 
Substitute Decision Maker can make the 
decision. See the section When You Can’t 
Make a Decision for more information.  Even 
if you can make the decision yourself, you 
don’t have to make it alone. You can ask other 
people for their ideas or include other people 
in making the decision if you want to.

MAKING A DECISION


